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1.When a database replication issue is suspected, which three tools can be used to check the

database replication status? (Choose three.)

A.Cisco Unified Communications Manager RTMT tool

B.Cisco Unified Communications Manager Serviceability interface

C.Cisco Unified Reporting

D.Cisco Unified Communications Manager CLI interface

E.Cisco IP Phone Device Stats from the Settings button

F.Cisco Unified OS Administration interface

Answer: ACD

2.Which two troubleshooting tools would initially be the best to use when troubleshooting the PSTN

gateway side of a call routing issue while using Cisco Unified Communications Manager?

(Choose two.)

A.RTMT trace output

B.Cisco IOS debug commands

C.Dialed Number Analyzer output

D.Cisco Unified Communications Manager alerts

E.Cisco IOS show commands

Answer: BE

3.Which command is used on an IOS Router that is acting as a SAF Forwarder to confirm its

registration status with a SAF Client?

A.show ip asf-forwarder status details

B.show ospf neighbor details

C.show ip interface details

D.show cdp neighbor details

E.show eigrp service-family ipv4 clients details

F.show service-family asf-forwarder details

Answer: E

4.In a SAF deployment, the registration status looks correct and the learned patterns appear

reachable, but calls are not routed. What is causing this issue?

A.network connection failure between the SAF Forwarder and Cisco Unified Communications

Manager

B.network connection failure between the primary and backup SAF Forwarders

C.TCP connection failure with the primary SAF Forwarder

D.TCP connection failure with the backup SAF Forwarder

Answer: A

5.Refer to the exhibits. Assume that all learned SAF routes are placed in the SAF_Pt partition.

An IP phone CSS contains the following partitions in this order: Internal_Pt, SAF_Pt.

When the IP phone places a call to 3001, what will occur?
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A.The call will succeed and will be placed via the SAF network. SAF-learned routes always take

precedence.

B.The call will fail because it will be blocked by the route pattern.

C.The call will be placed in a round-robin fashion between the SAF network and SIP_Trunk.

D.The call will be placed in a round-robin fashion between the SAF network and SIP_Trunk.

Every other call will fail.

Answer: B
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